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We are the independent consumer watchdog
Transport Focus represents the interests of:
•
•
•

Rail passengers in Great Britain
Bus, coach and tram users across England
outside London
All users of England’s motorways and major
‘A’ roads (the Strategic Road Network)

We present users’ priorities and experiences … we are pro consumer
We carry out robust research and publish all our work
We aim to be useful and to make a difference through our policy
recommendations and influencing

Transport Focus research

What do transport users want?
The starting point is:
• Punctual services
• Reliable journey times
And where that is a problem:
• Timely, accurate, useful information
• Get back to normal as quickly as possible

So what should be done?
Strive relentlessly to have fewer disruptions …
• Infrastructure must break less often
• Road vehicles must crash less often
• Trains, buses, road vehicles must break down less often
Get slicker at sorting out the problem:
• Fix the problem fast
• Worry about the users while you do it
Tell people what’s going on!
• Honesty, plain English
• Help me avoid the problem in the first place
• I’m caught up in it, tell me what I need to do

Have fewer disruptions
• Transport users:
• Want things to work all the time
• And often only just accept that laws of physics sometime intervene
• Very positive that rail Control Period 6 has an uplift in expenditure on
infrastructure renewal – should help
• The railway – infrastructure and trains – has
to withstand the weather more effectively
• Snow and ice
• High winds
• Heavy rain
• High temperatures
• On road, a key cause of disruption is crashes – a
resilient road network keeps traffic moving
• Other drivers’ behaviour / enforcement
• Flooding
• Gritting
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Weather – how resilient is good enough?
• Safety is very important to transport users
• But so is getting where you want to go
• Giving it a go versus giving up
• Trying today causing disruption tomorrow
“I’m furious. They have cancelled trains after
10pm with no regard for people who work late.
There are no trains, no bus replacements and
there is no snow. I don’t pay £3,000 a year for a
season ticket for this non-service. They don’t
seem to realise people have to go to work and
cancelling trains like this leaves people stranded.”
express.co.uk, 27 February 2018

Sorting the problem – looking after people!
• Transport users ‘get’ that stuff goes wrong
• But they want a competent, professional
response
• Act joined up
• different parts of the railway
• Highways England and emergency
services
• Fix the problem, but look after the people
affected
• Tendency to focus on mending the hole, not
the chaos the hole is causing
• Welfare and duty of care – including of
disabled transport users

“Do they go to some
vehicles quicker than they
go to others? Would they
prioritise a disabled person’s
vehicle over another one?”
Road user with a physical
disability

Tell people what’s going on!
• Run-of-the-mill disruption; a severe event; extreme weather –
communication is key, whatever the mode
• “Help me avoid the problem in the first place” – warn transport users, help
them make a choice not to travel, or to go a different way
• Once something has gone wrong ….
• What’s happened?
• How long am I stuck?
• Anything I can do instead?
• Built trust
• Honest
• Accurate
• Useful
• Plain English “normal not formal”
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Tell people what’s going on!
• May 2018 timetable crisis
• Clearly, it should not have happened
• Glaister Review
• Somebody needs to be in charge
• Information!
• Honest
• Accurate
• Useful
• Plain English “normal not formal”
• Govia Thameslink License breach

Three things ….
• Have fewer disruptions
• Sort out problems fast
(and worry about the users
while you do it)
• Tell people what’s going on!

